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PART I

INTRODUCTION

Some people become printmakers the day they are born.

The

physician who delivers the baby makes relief prints with his ha nds
and feet as a
ing, and

rratter of record; nevertheless, it is a form of print

people do

From this

1
��rticipate in it.

point on, one is surrounded by prints, be it by

dirty hands on the wall or tire tracks in the mud or soft earth.
One progress�s to more elaborate methods of printing in elementary
school art classes.

The student may be introduced to bean, string,

cardboard or linoleum printmaking.
From these simple beginnings, one becomes a conscious printmaker; art experiences can branch into other areas.

All too often,

ideas of proper and improper printing material also change.

These

simoler methods of printing are overlooked or looked down on as fit
only for elementary school children or for making cute cards and
wrapping

paper for Christmas.

While children's art, wrapping

paper,

and cards are legitimate ends, simple printing media, especially
linoleum, are very useful

lcerald
setts:

Davis

and expressive media to the artist.

S. Brommer, Relief Printmaking (Worcester, �assachu

a

Public tions, Inc.,

1970),

1

p.

100.

2
Linoleum has a list of attr:i butes as large and as impress
ive as many other media.

In addition, it possesses few, if any,

peculiarities which hamper its use as au art.Lstic medium.

It can

transfer large areas of flat color as well as reproducing areas of
fine lines; it will even permit simple half tone techniques.
Linoleum also lends itself to embossing very well.
Linoleum was invented in

1860

by Frederick Walton when he

patented a process for the oxidation of linseed oil.

True linoleum

is made from ground cork and linseed oil. ·other resinous materials
may be added.

This mixture is laid down on a canvas or burlap

backi..ne, and rolled under pressure and heat.

At first, it is quite

soft, but cures and hardens with age.
The oxidation process occurs after the oil has been heated
to remove all foreign matter.

The oil is poured over suspended

sheets of scrim, where a thin film forms and is allowed to harden.
The process is repeated until a thi ckness of one half inch is formed,
taking place over a period of several weeks.
cut up into pulp form.

Resin and Kauri gum are added; the fltixture

of pulp, resin, and gum is heated.
"linoleum cement."
and wood flours.

The oxidized skin is

This mixture is known as

At this stage, color is added w:i. th powdered cork
The linoleum cement with added colorants is rolled

under pressure and heat, adhering it to the burlap backing; it is
further compacted until the mixture is firmly attached to the mesh
of the cloth.

Ll.noleum receives its final finish by hanging it in

3
large sheets in drying rooms; a high even temperature is maintained
for several weeks.

2

After grinding to make the small cork particles for the
linoleum cement, and after heating and rolling the smooth surface,
linoleum offers no grai.n to influence the direction or forcefulness
of the cut made in it.

Width or firmness of the cut is dictated

only by the wants of the artist or the fineness of the tools.
The linoleum surface is very durab�e; editions of up to
three thousand)

have been obtained from a single block.

and Picasso made large editions of linoleum prints.

Both Matisse

Matisse did

si�ple, one-color prints; Picasso produced elaborate multi-color
printings.
Linoleum is a thoroughly usable material.

Works of great

crudeness are often seen in this medium, but these are merely examples
of what can be created.
Great refinement and fine work can be produced from linocut.

With proper care and attention, this material is capable of

many varied and exciting effects.

2Ibid., pp.

114-116.

3Michael Rothenstein� Linocuts and �oodcuts, A Comolete
Blockprinting Handbook (New York:
Watson-Guptill Publications,
p.

98.

1963),

PART II

GENERAL INFOR.\1ATION PERTAINING TO
THE CUTTING AND PRINTING PROCESS

Before describing specific methods, it is appropriate to
explain a few basic steps involved in cutting and printing.

Any

sort of ink applicable to printinp, may be .used, either oil or water
based.

It has been found, however,

that oil-based inks will yield

the best and the most predictable results.

Water-based inks will

not adhere well to the dampened paper used in the printing process.
Oil ink will give a good solid continuous surface when printed.
Whichever ink is used, it should be properly viscous:

not so thin

as to run off into the cut areas, nor so thick as to give difficulty
when rolling it out.
Tnk should be rolled out on a flat, non-porous surface.
brayer transfers the ink to the printing surface.
and plastic make very fine rolling surfaces.
transferring of ink many sorts of

A

Masonite, glass,

For the rolling and

rollers may be used.

A. "brayer"

substitute could be a large wooden dowel or a rolling pin covered or
sealed with a non-absorbent material.

Whatever kind of roller is

utilized, it should be kept clean between printing sessions.

The

best rollers are the commercial variety which have either a soft

4

s
plastic surface or the hard rubber surface.

The rolling of the

plate with ink should involve a smooth, even stroke to insure
uniform coverage of the linoleum surface.
Cutting the surface of the linoleum plate is accomplished
wi.th any or all of several tools.

The tools manufactured for

cutting wood blocks can be used quite satisfactorily on linoleum,
but they are rather expensive.

The more commercial cutters are

inferior in quality to the wood tools; they will work quite well,
however, and are inexpensive.
is important,

The relative cheapness of these tools

since they are difficult to sharpen when dulled.

have a single handle and several interchangeable blades.

They

One draw

back is the relatively narrow blade sizes; these cutters seldom exceed
one fourth inch in width.
scale work.

This may impose some limitations on large

Exacto R type knives may be pressed into use.

points, nails,

Etching

or other sharp objects may also be of service.

Care

should be taken to insure that these scratch-type tools actually
cut into the linoleum and not just scratch the surface of it.
Scratches will hold ink and not provide an affective break in the
surface.

Any method may be used as long as it sufficiently lowers

the unprinted areas of the linoleum.
If the surface is difficult to cut, it may be due to one or
both of the following:

dull tools (they should be sharpened or

replaced), or old linoleum.

This can be remedied by placing the

linoleum in the sun or on a radiator or other low heat source for a

6
few minutes.

Heating the linoleum will make it easy to cut.

Actual printing of the plate may be done in several ways.
The first, and probably the best method, uses a press.

Good
Presses may

presses are not always available, and are expensive.

be bypassed in linoleum printing; acceptable results may be obtained
in other ways.

A rolling pin and the weight of one's body against

it will create sufficient pressure.
able for most linoleum printing.
transfer the image by rubbing,

This process is quite accept

The flat.of the hand can also

gently but forcefully, in a circular

motion over the entire surface of the print; a wooden spoon can be
used in the same manner.

This method must be thorough to avoid areas

of streaking or poor printing.
Body weight can effectively be utilized in printing by the
previously mentioned way or by standing on the print.
paper is placed on the floor in a very smooth,

clean area;

block, inked side down, is placed over the paper.
on.

The printing
the

It is then walked

Preferably, a piece of masonite or plywood should be placed

under the paper; this is not absolutely necessary.

The entire area,

however, must be stepped on.
Press-printing is mentioned again because it is the most
dependable method
pressure,

for reproducing images.

It will give a constant

which insures a consistent edition.

The actual printing

is achieved by rolling the ink from the rolling area to the surface
of the plate.

The paper is placed over the inked surface of the
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linoleum and the image is transferred to the paper by whatever means
of pressure is available or desirable.
Paper needs little mention.

It should be of sufficient

strength to be soaked and to withstand the pressure of the printing.
Besides adequate strength, any type of paper can be used according
to the availability or what the printer feels is appropriate to his
work.
Placing the image on the linoleum block is quite simple and
may be accomplished in several ways.

The block may be attacked

directly without any pre-conceived ideas.

If a more thought-out

route is desired, the first and simplest way of working is to draw
directly on the block.

It must be remembered, though, that the

printed image will be the reverse of the drawing if this method is
chosen.
Drawing with a plain graphite pencil on the dark surface of
the linoleum is often difficult to see.

This may be solved by

using a light-hued pencil, such as yellow or white.

If this i s not

satisfactory and a light-surfaced linoleum is not available, a dark
surfaced one may be stained.

This is accomplished by taking a

small amount of ink and rubbing it into the surface of the linoleum.4
This procedure makes gouge marks easier to see.
If the image needs to be printed in the same way as it was
conceived, one of the following methods may be used.

4rbid., p. 120 •

.

0ne can draw

8
the image backwards on the plate.

A soft lead pencil is used to

out the idea on a sheet of paper the same size as the plate.

The

paper is then placed drawing side down on the surface of the lino
leum block; the back of the paper is rubbed or run through the press.
This process will transfer a faint image to the surface of the block;
when cut and printed it will give the image in the same direction as
the original.

If the surface of the linoleum is light-colored, an

image may be projected onto it and traced.

This method, however,

requires ar. opaque or slide projector.
The surface can also be photo-sensitized, and an image
developed on the surface.

It is a lengthy procedure, and subject to

ma�y problems; it also requires dark-room facilities.

If photogr�phic

facilities are available, a simple Kodalith photograph can be attached
to the surface of the block.

Kodalith film reduces any intermediate

tones to either black or white; this type of film adapts easily to
block printing.
The photo is cut to the size of the block, or the block is
cut to the s)ze of the photograph.

The photo should be firmly

attached to the surface of the block with a hard-drying, water soluble
glue.

The glue should dry over night.

The glue must be water soluble

so that it can be washed off before _printing.

Either the black or

the white areas are cut away, depending on the desired result.

Tools

must be sharp for this method to cut through the photo paper rather
than tearing it.

PART I1 I

SF'SC!FIC ?J.F:TEODS OF PR.INTI NG THE U NOLE� BLOCK
TN EITHER SINGLE OR MULTI-COI..OR EDITIONS

The simplest method of printin� with linoleum is the single
color area.

Lines are simple and can be rendered in two ways.

Ground color lines on prjnted backr,round is accomplished by cutting
lines in the block and by allo��ng the paper to show through the
ink of the printed ground.

A second procedure leaves the lines

standing on the cut block and allows the printed lines to stand out
on the parer ground.

Elaborate and rich effects can be realized

quite well with these simple techniques.
Large areas may be left uncut.

In large printed areas,

undesirable results may be produced, usually a mottled or splotchy

effe ct

.

By scraping the surface of the block with a razor blade,

by gently sanding it with fine emory cloth, or by applying a coat of
varr:ish or lacquer, the artist can alleviate most undesired areas.

By

proper spacing of lines or cross hatching comb�ned with or against
large areas, very exciting results can be achieved.
Half-tone effects can be done in linoleum.
simple to do but are rather hard to control.

One method involves

the removal of some of the backing of the plate.

9

They are rather

various amounts of

10
the backing can be removed to alter the results.
thickness of linoleum,

In the usual

not: too much cutting can be done.

The excess-

ive pressure of press-printing mieht cause the edges of areas without
backing to tear.

If a deep cut is made,

it may be ?ractical to

print the linoleum face down on the r�per.
be lessened,

The half-tone effect may

but the life of the plate will be prolonged.

A second method of producing a half tone in linoleum is called

"Li qui to." 5

This method causes part of the print,ing surface to be

lowered by usinp, a caustic to eat the surface.

The surface of the

plate cannot be cut away as this action would leave cutting marks in
the surface.

Drano is an effect:ive caustic; care should be taken

when using it.

A small glass container (hard plastic may also be used) that
will withstand heat is necessary.

"'hen mixing the caustic solution,

add the caustic to the water until the water is thoroughly saturated;
the water will become hot.

The caustic solution can be applied to

the linoleum with a nylon brush or dropped on with a dropper or spoon.
Areas to be protected from the caustic must be covered with a stopout.

If the plate will be immersed in the solution, all areas not

to be etched must be protected,

including the edges and the back.

The caustic will lose its s�rength very rapidly and must be
replaced on the linoleum surface quite often; probably every ten to

Smchael

Rothenstein, Relief Printmaking

Guptill Publications,

1970),

pp.

125-130.

(t\ew York:

·r1atson

11
twenty minutes.

Before replacing the caustic on the linoleum

surface, the plate should be washed.

First allow a stream of water

to rinse away any left-over caustic.

Then scrub the area to remove

any loose particles of etched linoleum.

Care should be exercised

to keeo the caustic off the skin and areas that are not to be etched.

><oth etching and. the removaJ.. of the backing produce
tone.

Both also have problems.

is subject to breaking down.
needed to get a good bite.
in the printed surface.

a

half

In re:novi ng the backing, the plate

In etching, a great deal of time is
A good bite is necessary to show results

The biting process may take over a d a y and

needs to be attended to quite often.

Use of either method will be

:nfluenced by the printer's desire for a larg€ edition or by ti:ne
limitations.

Printing and inking are done in the same manner as other

relief linoleum processes.
One usually tends to think of etching as a form of intaglio
printing.

Linoleum can be printed in the intaglio manner.

It can

be dry-pointed by using an etching point or other sharp, pointed
implement.

The resultine scratches

w.i 11

hold ink.

also be covered with a stop-out, scratched through,

The surface may
and put in an

etching solution.
Printing and inking are accomplished as in other intaglio
plates.

! nk is rubbed into the incised and etched ]j nes.

is then rubbed clean, and the plate is printed.

The surface

If areas are etched

to print in the intaglio fashion, they will not work well; the rubbing
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of the plate will loosen the particles in the exposed linoleum.
These particles will fall off.
This method of printing linoleum requires a press to create
enough pressure to pus� the damp paper into the lines to pick up
the ink.

Although this process may be practical, there are oetter

and more desirable ways to achieve intaglio effects.

It would be

better to use the tradi ti onal metal and plastic plates.
Multj -color printing is done in a s_imilar manner as single
color relief printing.
multi-color print.

There are four primary ways to produce a

The simplest way of producing a several-color

linoleum print is by cutting the block into several pieces.
section �Qll bear a different color of ink.
to produce the desired image.

Each

The plate is first cut

The linoleum is then divided into the

areas that will receive the different colors of ink.
then cut up into these separate areas,

inked,

The block is

and printed.

In the

printing, some care should be taken in reassembling the pieces on the
press bed.

Pressure sho uld be controlled to provide an acceptable

print, but not so great as to force the pieces apart during the
process.

Undesirable gaps and streaking in the finished print would

result.
The second method of producing a multi-colored print is the
stencil method.

After the image has been cut in the surface of the

linoleum, paper stencils are cut to allow for selective inking.
These stencils are placed over the surface of the block;

the ink is

13
brayered through the opening i n the stencil.
be printed this way.
base color.

ing one.

Several colors may

Stenciling can also be done over another

This method is somewhat more difficult than the preceed

The stenciling need not be overly difficult if properly

planned.
Lost lineleu� is quite simple;

the artist covers up what he

does not want to show in the final irnage.

Caution mu.st be given

to what will remain and what will be covered.

Jf the paper is to

show through in the final results, these areas are cut awa�· first.
The block is then inked with the lightest color of ink and printed.
Next, the areas of this first color that will show in the
fjnished imaee are cut from the block.
color is inked and printed.

The block with the second

At this point, the paper and the two

colors will show in the areas desired by the printer.

The process of

cutting, allowing selected color areas to show, and covering unwanted
color areas is repeated until the final image has been realized.
nne should remember that the printing sequence progresses from the
lightest to the darkest color of ink.

Light-colored ink W:.11 not

cover a dark one.
This process may involve as many inkings and print�ngs as
necessary.

With this process, however,

u� ink will tend to mix.

the several layers of built

This may create a desirable effect; if i t

does not, a t least twenty-four hours between the pr:�tings o f the
various colors should be allowed.

It should be noted that allowing the paper to show through
may not be desirable from a surface standpoint.

In prjntings that

involve several layers of ink, a mild impasto will result,6 giving
each print a painterly individuality.
pleasant

The impasto may not be a

or desirable contrast to the surface texture of the paper,

especially the less expensive sorts.
The final method of producing a multi-colored print involves
blocks.

1t will yield similar results to the lost linoleum process.

Tn this process, keying becomes a problem due to the use of a
separate block for each color.

The lost linoleum process is easier

in that the same block is alwaJ� used thus cutting the keyine to a
minimu�.

Each separate block must have the same image on its surface.

A soft lead pencil drawing on paper can be transferred by rubbing or
by the press.

Tracing over carbon paper might also be employed.

After the identical images have been fixed on the blocks, each
block is assigned a color.
color are cut away.

Areas not appropriate to that block or

After the blocks are cut, they are printed in

turn to produce the desired image.

Marking the printing paper might

facilitate the placement of the blocks on the paper.

The entire

edition is keyed in this manner to prevent undesirable gaps and overlaps.

Inking and printing employ the same methods as the other

linoleum techniques.

boonald Karshun, Picasso Linocuts 1958-1963 (New York:
Publications, 1968), p. VII.

Ludar
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Printing, considP.red in its broadest sense,
producing many images from a single source.

is a means of

Iising this definition,

printing need not involve any coloring materials.

For examiJle,

linoleum can be used as a very fine embossing plate.
produces a very impressive image;

Embossing

elegance and clarity that would be

difficult to achieve with the use of inks are created.
There is no difference between the plate used for emoossing
and the one used for printing.

It may be oesirable, however,

to

take greater care in cutting the plate; these marks will also emboss.
It is better to make them more smooth and uniform.
?ress pressure must be carefully adjusted.
�sed, a great deal of oressure is not necessary.

If a good paper is

A rolling pin,

soft towels, and pressure from the arms may suffice.
produce a very acceptable em bossing.

This method will

The paper must be dampened to

allow for the stretching that produces the embossed area.
The preceedjng methods of producing a multi-colored crjnt
are not necessarily the only methods available.

They would seem to

be the main ones and the ones with the greatest application.

PART IV

SUMMARY AND CGNCLUSION

The methods of single-color and multi-color linoleum
printmaking discussed in tr�s paper have dealt with the subject in
a rather strict manner.

aj;d i!'ldividually.

Most exanples were
.
presented pictorially

These methods may be used by themselves with

thoroughly outstandin� results.
they ·oe used alone.

It is not necessary, however, that

CoJ'Tlbinations of these procedures or use with

other reli�f or intaglio methods create interesting results.

One

wight use these printing methods with other non-printed processes.
!he e�sentially strict pictorial aoproach was selected to make each
orocess easier to explain.
In this manner,
s�ontaneous results.

linoleum may sound unsuited for fresh,
This is not necessarily so.

is :-iossible with this medium.

As

Great expressio�

mentioned in the introduction,

?icasso and Matisse used linoleum with very beautiful results.

�one

of the expressionists also employed this method.
Originally, linoleum was used by artists as a substitute for
wood blocks.
linocut.

tt is rather easy to produce wood-like e f fects from a

It will become apparent to anyone who uses this m3.terial

16
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for any length of time that creating wood-like areas will seriously
hamper his work.
Llnoleum is a material that lends itself to creative endeavors.
It does not dictate to the artist; it will not give re3istance to
workinr,.

T t is a very bland material which wi 11 accept any and all

sugP,estions.

With care and attention, it will yield results of

nearly unlimited variety.

It is a very satisfying medium to learn

a:ld to work.
T found linoleum to be, for me, an ideal med�um in which t o
work.

Tt

is inexpensive and allows a great many effects.

itself quite well to experimentation.
material with which to work.

1 t lends

It's an extremely rewarding

I liked linoleum because it lends itself

to printing with color and color is important to me.

PART V

PLATES AND EXPIANATIONS

As a printine medium linoleum has been overlooked by many
artists.
media.

It was also overlooked by those who write about printing
Most of the available information was outdated.

Therefore,

most of the information presented in this. paper was to a great
extent original research.

In this final section I will deal with

$Ome of this research as it applies to specific prints.

Tn the following prints, as in all the prints I executed,
a

p�ess was used.

I also used a cutter with a single handle and

i�terchangeable blades.

In choosing ink I

used whatever was ava�lable

or less expensive of the blockprinting inks,

The linoleum for print

i�g blocks was purchased at a local furniture store.

T will first deal with what I did not do.

The jig saw type

I did not feel that I had an image particularly

block was not used.

s:ritable to this technique.

Linoleum etching was carried no farther

than the experimentation stage; a completed print was not executed.
The technique was tedious and hard to control.
very time consuming.

This process i s also

Removing the backing of the plate yielded

similar results, but required a great deal of exper��entation.
following pages, I

!n the

will deal with specific prints and the oroblems

encountered in the printing of each edition.

18
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Title:

Red Sofa A. M.

Number in the Edition:

12

Number of Plates in the Printing:
Size:

11

x

16

in.

Number of Printings in the Image:

1
L

This was the first in the series of lost linoleum p�ints done
during the period of August

197L

to August

1975.

I did not take into

consideration the natural brilliance of the inks so there is a great
deal of paper showing through to create light.
blems in keying the print.

There were also pro-

Pieces of the linoleum broke off alonp the

edges, and since the o utline of the print was used to key the next
print this created problems in aligning the colors.

20

Title:

Someone Left the Window Open

Number in the Edition:

9

Number of Plates in the Printing:
Size:

7

x

9!

in.

Number of Printings in the Image:

1

1

This print was realized by attaching a Kodalith to the surface
of the block.

It was attached with a glue which caused a great deal

of difficulty in cutting the image.
insufficient drying time.

I

have learned this was due to

This problem created problems in cutting

the smaller areas and caused them to come loose from the surface of
the linoleum.

21

Fruit in Oriental Room
Title:
Number in the Edition:
Number of Plates in the Printing:
Size:
18 x 18 in.
Number of Printings in the Image:

14

-

1

6

The problem encountered in this print was that of �rinting
large areas.

This caused the edition to be uneven in appearance.

The large area or red-orange was not originally to be th:.s color.
An additional layer of ink was needed to achieve the level of covering that was needed to correct this.fault.

At this point� had not

yet discovered scraping, sanding, or a coat of lacquer as a remedy
for uneven coloring.
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fit�:

Colored Bars with Movin g Suns

Number in tne Edition:

10

Number of Plates in the Printing:
Size:

5

x

12l

in.

Number of printings in the Image:
This print utilizes both

3
2

inked and embossed areas.

color area is a separate block as is the embossed area.
were involved in this edition;

ing.

It is also an

Each

Two printings

one for color and one for the emboss-

example of a non-objective lino-cut.

?)

Title:

Red

A2a rtment

Number in the Edition:

17

�lumber of Plates in the ?rintint;:
Size:

12

x

18

in.

Number of Printings in the Tmage:

.,
.L

7

This print is the most elaborate irrage atte�oted by me to
date.

It is the most complicated in both image a n d coloring.

The

oroblems of this edition are not apparent in all of the prints.
There was no drying time between printings; this pr�nt was finished
in one seven hour period.

This lack of drying caused some of the

layers to mix with those directly in contact with theM.

This mixing

is not an undesirable effect but it is not consisten� throughout
the entire edition.
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